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The number of migrants worldwide reached 258 million in 2017, which is an increase over the past 17 years, up from 173 million in 2000. International migrants’ preferred destination countries have mostly been the Western powers, with 58 million new arrivals in 2017 making North America the third largest destination. In the midst of the recent changes in trends of migration patterns as well as immigrants’ characteristics, there is an overall contentious environment in which public debates over immigration are being held. The arena is split between advocates of open borders and those who pursue restrictive immigration policies. The middle ground is filled with those who like to cherry-pick policy proposals of both. However, these debates are timely and need to be held in light of the increasing number of migratory movements and decision-makers’ zeal to place the topic of state sovereignty at the forefront of the immigration discourse. The question then becomes: have recent waves of unwanted immigration made states’ sovereignty obsolete?

The conceptual starting point lies with the very definition of state sovereignty. Reaching as far back as the Treaty of Westphalia (1648), the underlying principles that characterize the concept of state sovereignty include being an internationally recognized entity, not being under submission to external actors and their authority structures, and possessing relative control over the territorial domains of one’s own state. There is an argument to be made that state sovereignty in the 21st century has been stretched or even modified to adjust to 21st century challenges. Yet, these challenges have not tamed the critics of global governance. Instead, statist claims have increasingly resurfaced and are further bolstered by recent waves of unwanted immigrants.

In the case of unwanted immigration – specifically refugees – the state is not becoming irrelevant. Quite the opposite could be argued as evidenced by a growing number of countries providing physical barriers for migrant entry. The generation that once loathed the Berlin Wall and took a painstaking journey toward its demise finds itself, once again, in an environment surrounded by border fences. There are four times as many fences being erected on countries’ borders than when the Berlin Wall fell. Some may see these fences as theatrical acts, but they are certainly a sign of sovereign assertiveness for the purpose of serving as a psychological, if not physical, deterrent.

In a world of “complex interdependence”, neoliberal institutionalists in particular place an emphasis on international institutions as the beacon of facilitating states’ collaboration. Within that realm, states’ sovereignty becomes subsumed to supranational forces for the purpose of collective resolutions anchored in the projected effects of such institutional frameworks. It is assumed that institutions “constrain and shape [state] behavior”. Yet, while these platforms may exert some influence on states, “they do not necessarily affect states’ underlying motivations”. Instead, decision-makers tend to use the underlying principles of sovereignty to their own political advantage as they act, more often than not, according to the “logic of expected consequences” than the “logic of appropriateness”.

International refugee protection instruments present moral principles that, unfortunately, carry little legal weight and impose only limited, if any, constraints on states. The 1951 Refugee
Convention and its 1967 Protocol, among other instruments, constitute the cornerstone of refugee protection in the international system and impose a humanitarian obligation upon states. While they have been established with the aim of proper and effective refugee protection as well as resettlement, the states ultimately hold the upper hand in that regard. For example, Canada signed the convention 18 years after its adoption and implemented its obligations in 1976 (through the Immigration Act of 1976). States may take their time to utilize and reform refugee determination procedures and states’ compliance with these international frameworks is rather on a voluntary basis. In the majority of cases, it is the states rather than the UNHCR that implement procedures for vetting, admitting and resettling refugees onto their territories. During these procedures, states and their respective agencies may “dispute the identity of those claiming international protection, doubt the validity of their claims and fear that they are security risks.” It is the state that decides whom to admit and whom to deny entry and thus holds power over the determination procedure and the faith of those seeking asylum. It is unsurprising that host states vastly differ in their refugee recognition rates even with individuals of the same nationality who are seeking refuge under the same conditions.

States also have the power to impose numerical caps on refugee admissions. As the international system continues to face the “highest levels of displacement on record”, the U.S. State Department decided to cut refugee admission to 45,000 in FY 2018, which has been considered a historic low and an abandonment of its leadership on refugee resettlements (in addition to the rampant anti-immigration rhetoric the current U.S. administration employs). Canada, on the other hand, may be an example to follow. The Trudeau government is expected to increase not only the government-assisted refugee admission caps by 2020 but there is also an expectation that the private sponsorships of refugees in Canada are as likely to rise by then. While these countries have taken drastically different positions on refugee resettlement and border control, even the Canadian government’s arguably altruistic nature has shown its limits. Despite the spike
in refugee claims, Canada has not opened up its borders entirely and has deviated from its projected course in refugee management to mitigate the impact of the refugee crisis. In fact, it has been argued that “Canada is harsher and more effective at preventing asylum seekers from arriving”16 and has come under pressure from human rights activists for detaining asylum seekers in detention centres that bear a resemblance to medium-security prisons.17 In addition, Canadian officials are further trying to discourage individuals from seeking refuge in Canada with a warning that they might be deported.18

Countries may also bypass international instruments of refugee protection by creating bilateral agreements to reinforce border controls. The Safe Third Country Agreement between the United States and Canada does not allow individuals to apply for asylum in both countries but instead forces them to apply for asylum in the first country of entry.19 Therefore, the agreement allows Canada to single-handedly return asylum seekers to the United States who attempt to cross the land border. Designating the United States as a safe third country, Canadian officials are relying on the assumption that the refugee recognition rates and determination procedures will be similar to those in Canada and that the United States will not return potential asylum seekers to their country of origin. However, concerns have been raised about making these assumptions as some argue that the United States has failed to meet the standards of a safe third country.20 In the wake of the current crisis over immigration in the United States and tightening restrictions on asylum claims, these concerns are more pronounced, potentially leading to the key principle of the 1951 Refugee Convention – non-refoulement – to be easily and uncaringly violated. The agreement has come under heavy criticism in Canada as an instrument that is “discriminatory and [one that] violates Canada’s Charter of Rights and Freedoms.”21 However, the Trudeau government has not shown signs of succumbing to the political pressures and calls for its removal, while the current U.S. administration has only displayed fervent devotion to keeping any physical barriers to refugee entry and ideas of such alive.

While one can observe a surge in states’ tenacious actions to protect their borders, states’ commitment to collective responsibility in refugee protection should not be neglected. A time of unprecedented forced displacement worldwide demands states’ active engagement and their commitment to those fleeing political violence and persecution.22 Their call to action should be vigorously reinforced at the international level. The power vacuum created by the U.S. withdrawal from the international refugee domain should continue to be filled with those willing to take their humanitarian obligations more seriously. At the same time, states need to be willing and capable to address their own institutional weaknesses that paralyze timely refugee admissions and resettlement.

The 2018 review of the Canadian Immigration and Refugee Board provides a glimpse into the institutional shortcomings that deserve further attention. Some of the institutional flaws identified include a backlog in cases being processed, complexity of the refugee management system, ineffective removals of asylum claimants who have been found ineligible for protection and insufficient operational funding. To remedy the shortcomings the report has included several recommendations, some of which speak to creating clear performance expectations and productivity mechanisms, developing annual asylum budgets, formalizing the monitoring
processes of actors involved, possibly centralizing the refugee management by creating an integrated refugee system and simplifying the information acquisition process. These, of course, are only a snippet of reforms proposed specifically for Canada although one cannot deny the fact that other states are facing similar, if not greater, challenges with the recent refugee crisis.

State sovereignty in the 21st century has been altered to adjust to new challenges, yet it has not lost its appeal or its underlying elements. States continue to be viewed as key players in the international political system – a view which they vehemently protect. While states have chosen to place their focus on border controls, their focus should also be within their territories. They should place equal attention on those individuals who have been granted refugee status and are potentially on their way toward making significant contributions to the building blocks of the very sovereign state which has tried to impose limitations on their entry.
22 “What is a Refugee,” UNHCR, https://www.unrefugees.org/refugee-facts/what-is-a-refugee/
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